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high variety of end products presents a challenge for the
production and logistic processes in the automotive
industry. An end of these trends is not in sight [5].
This enormous product variety and production
complexity effects especially the final assembly, which is
typically carried out in mixed-model assembly lines
where different variants are produced on the same line in
a fixed sequence [6]. This results in varying processing
times and thus workloads for the individual stations
depending on the models to be produced. Therefore, a
key planning problem in the automotive industry is the
decision in which sequence the individual vehicle orders
will be produced and launched down the line accordingly
[7]. This field of research has seen a lot of attention over
the last decades. Boysen et al. [8] give an overview of
this topic with more than 200 papers. However, sequence
planning is only a part of the complete mixed model
production planning problem, which will be outlined in
the next section.

Abstract—Mixed model assembly lines are state of the art
for mass production in the automotive industry. Over the
last decades the production planning and control of those
mixed model assembly lines has become more and more
challenging due to the continuing trends of mass
customization and individualization. The sequencing of the
vehicle order is thus an important method to cope with
varying processing times and volatile utilization due to these
trends. The common vehicle pearl chain limits the potential
of sequencing algorithms as the vehicle sequence remains
fixed during the complete final assembly. A new approach to
minimize utility work in the final assembly is a segmentation
of the assembly line into different sections and a proactive
rearrangement of the vehicle sequence in a limited manner
between two segments. In contrast to existing resequencing
methods for final assembly, which focus on restoring
disturbed sequences, Proactive Resequencing, as introduced
in this paper, is a planned production planning step to
create optimal vehicle sequences for different line segments
of the final assembly. This innovative concept leads to a new,
combined assembly and sequence planning optimization
problem, whose purpose is to find a cost-optimal
configuration consisting of assembly line segmentations,
buffer sizes and types and segment-specific vehicle
sequences.

A. Production Planning Hierarchy
The mixed model production planning problem in the
automotive industry consists of a series of different
production planning steps. Fig. 1 shows the production
planning hierarchy following the work of Boysen et al. [9]
and Dörmer et al. [10], [11].

Index Terms—production planning, sequencing, mixed
model assembly, minimizing utility work

I.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last decades the intensity of competition in
the automotive industry has risen to a point where
manufacturers are forced to provide unique selling points
which set their products apart from their competitors.
This fierce competition has resulted in a growing demand
for customizable products which in turn has given rise to
the increasing number of possible product variants and a
growing complexity of products [1]. Today, a typical
passenger car is offered in several body styles, engine
types, seat configurations, interior designs and numerous
other equipment options which leads to an extremely high
number of potential variants [2]. For example, a
Mercedes-Benz C-Class offers 227 variants for the
configuration of the final product [3] and BMW offers its
vehicles in 1032 theoretically possible variations [4]. This

Figure 1. Production planning hierarchy Boysen et al. [9] and Dörmer
[10], [11]

The production planning process starts with the Master
Production Planning, whose goal is to define a companywide strategy for the procurement, production and
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the options to cope with increasingly varying process
times due to mass customization as it gets more difficult
to determine a production sequence, which fits the
complete final assembly with hundreds of work stations.
As it is typically not possibly to find a sequence optimal
to all workstations, utility work and idle times occur. In
order to complete the utility work, utility workers are
then either assigned to help the regular workers or take
over uncompleted tasks at the station´s boundaries [14].
The costs associated with the use of utility workers are
often denoted as model-mix losses [15].

distribution of the different models and variants. The
outcome is a factory-specific, long-term (covering several
months) production plan for every model.
Based on these production specifications the Assembly
Line Balancing defines the specific assembly line
configuration including number of workstations, cycle
time, layout and task assignment to the different
workstations [12]. The Assembly Line Balancing has to
be distinguished between the initial configuration for a
completely new production line and a reconfiguration of
existing line structures in case of changes in the
production plan.
During the Master Production Scheduling, decisions on
the type and amount of the product models to be
produced are made for several weeks. These are then
assigned to planning periods (shifts or days) [13]. As
product orders are tied to delivery dates, the primary
objective of the Master Production Scheduling is to find
an assignment that can minimize complexity and
penalties in cases of late delivery. In order to achieve this,
factors such as the total capacity or total number of
production cycles and the availability of material have to
be considered [9].
The Sequencing or Sequence Planning deals with the
assignment of each vehicle of the production plan to a
specific position within chronological order of the
production cycle. The Sequence Planning is an important
part of the production planning, as the vehicle sequence
influences the demand for the production capacities and
material as well as the workload of the workers [9]. In the
literature three basic approaches can be found for the
sequencing problem: Level Scheduling, Car Sequencing
and Mixed-model Sequencing [9]. Level Scheduling is a
sequencing approach which aims at smoothing the
material demand rates during the production in order to
prevent demand peaks of parts in preceding production
levels. Car Sequencing uses heuristic sequencing rules
which control the production sequence such that the
number of consecutive work intensive tasks are limited in
a station. Mixed-model Sequencing, on the other hand,
targets the minimization of work overloads by
considering the individual processing times for each
vehicle configuration, station lengths and the line
movement in the assembly line [9].
In real world applications, problems or changes in the
production or logistic processes occur on short notice
such as machine breakdowns, defective material or last
minute orders. These disturbances make it necessary to
modify the original sequence of production [7]. The
alterations carried out in order to overcome these
disturbances are implemented during the final step of the
mixed-model production planning which is called the
Resequencing. So far, Resequencing in the final assembly
has only been a reactive measure to cope with
disturbances and not to handle varying process times [7].

II.

As discussed above, the variance in the processing
times coupled with the rigid sequence of different
workpieces in a mixed-model assembly line leads to the
problems of idle time and utility work. Resequencing
provides a possibility to change the order in which
workpieces are processed. However up until now, this
step is only carried out as a reactive measure in case
problems, such as machine breakdowns, arise.
A. Introduction of Proactive Resequencing
An approach to reduce utility work and idle time is the
planned change in the sequence of workpieces fed down
the assembly line during final assembly (hereafter
denoted as Proactive Resequencing). The principal idea
behind this approach is, that minor changes in the vehicle
sequence can already lead to utilization improvements for
the subsequent assembly line segments. With this concept
the basic sequencing problem changes from determining
a single, rigid vehicle order for the complete final
assembly to the problem of finding a set of vehicle
sequences, each locally optimal for its specific line
segments.
In order to facilitate this Proactive Resequencing in the
automotive final assembly the originally planned or
already installed assembly line has to be divided into
different segments or sections. Between two following
segments small resequencing buffers, such as pull-off
tables [7], need to be implemented in order to enable a
physical sequence change for the following line segments
(see Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Assembly line modification for proactive resequencing

B. Problem of Fixed Sequences
In the automotive industry the fixed sequence, also
called Perlenkette (pearl chain), is one of the greatest
goods in the field of production planning. However, the
fixed sequence of vehicles during final assembly limits
© 2018 Journal of Industrial and Intelligent Information

PROACTIVE RESEQUENCING DURING FINAL
ASSEMBLY

B. Research Context
Boysen et al. [7] developed a framework for the
classification of different resequencing approaches,
which is depicted in Fig. 3. Besides the objective, the
2
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1.
Identification of suitable segmentation points in
the assembly line and planning of the specific buffer
configuration (single strategic decision)
2.
Determination of a set of sequences, which
minimizes the total model-mix losses (frequent
operational decisions)
The decision on number, locations, sizes and storing
logic of resequencing buffers (step 1) is part of the
Assembly Line Balancing and typically happens on a
strategic level way before the day-to-day Sequencing (see
section I). In the concept of the proposed approach of
Proactive Resequencing the Assembly Line Balancing
and
Sequencing
problems
become
strongly
interdependent on each other. However, these problems
have completely different time frames. While the
assembly line configuration is a long to mid-term
planning problem with a planning horizon of several
months or even years, the Sequencing is a short-term
planning problem which involves decisions made per day
or shift. There is thus a requirement to anticipate the
sequencing decision at the line configuration level.

object, planning horizon and solution approach the trigger
of resequencing is a main distinction criterion. It has to be
noted, that this framework and the underlying research
review lacks the concept of a pre-determined sequence
change during final assembly [7]. However, Boysen et al.
use the term proactively triggered resequencing for the
planned rearrangement of the vehicle sequence between
different production departments (e.g. between paint shop
and final assembly). Due to completely different
objectives (e.g. paint batching) and buffer types
(automated storage and retrieval systems) used for the
resequencing between different departments the Proactive
Resequencing introduced in the paper cannot be
associated with this denotation.

Figure 3. Framework for classifying resequencing research [7]

When applying the classification framework, the
proposed Proactive Resequencing approach characterizes
by the resequencing objective mixed-model sequencing,
physical resequencing object with pull-off tables as buffer
type, and a combined strategic and operational planning
horizon (see Section III). The solution approach remains
to be outlined in future research.
A change to the framework by Boysen et al. is
proposed for the classification of the resequencing trigger:
the proactive trigger should to be distinguished between
multiple departments (different resequencing objectives)
and within final assembly (constant objective), so that the
Proactive Resequencing forms a new sub-branch (see Fig.
4).

Figure 5. 2-Step approach to get to proactive resequencing

A. Step 1: Segmentation and Buffer Planning
As additional buffers take up space in the factory
layout, increase capital lock-up and raise the order
tracking complexity these resequencing points entail
additional costs. The goal of the first step of the Proactive
Resequencing Planning is therefore to make a decision on
the number, sizes and places of the pull-off tables, such
that the sum of the negative effects by additional
resequencing buffers and the personnel expenses for
utility work (model-mix losses) are minimized:

PLANNING OF PROACTIVE RESEQUENCING

In order to implement the concept of Proactive
Resequencing there are two steps involved (see Fig. 5).
These are as follows:
© 2018 Journal of Industrial and Intelligent Information

(1)

Ctot=CW+CB

(2)

CW: Sum of personnel expenses related to the utility
work in final assembly (model-mix losses)
CB: Sum of costs related to the resequencing buffers
It is obvious that only a limited number of
resequencing buffers with limited capacity (pull-off
tables) will lead to an economically efficient degree of
resequencing. In order to calculate the personnel
expenses the amount of utility work has to be determined.
This can be done by simulating the assembly processes
with the use of historic data or forecasts representative for

Figure 4. Modified resequencing classification framework

III.

min Ctot
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the final assembly has not been outlined in sequencing
research before.

the production plan (incl. the individual processing times
of different configurations at each workstation) and an
abstract assembly line model. The quality of the buffer
planning can be increased by the use of different
instances for the simulation. The description of the
optimization model incl. the simulation of the assembly
based on reference data will be outlined in future research.
The resulting optimization model can be used both for the
initial configuration as well as for a constant
reassessment of the buffer installation in order to
determine a necessary reconfiguration of the assembly
line (see Fig. 6).

B. Future Research
After the first introduction of the concept of Proactive
Resequencing in this paper a couple of research questions
remain unanswered. This includes the mathematical
formulations for the long-term optimization problem of
buffer planning and the short-term resequencing problem.
Furthermore, a holistic solution to the strategic and
operational resequencing problem is of great interest.
Moreover, an analysis about the cost potentials of the
concept based on a real application or reference data
found in the literature will be of interest.
Additionally, the effects of different product and
process specifications, such as station overlapping
assembly processes, on the resequencing places will have
an influence on real world applications of Proactive
Resequencing and therefore need to be studied in detail.
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